The Spencer PLUG!!

One more Institute Committee has come and gone. Last night the Class of 1941 rang out as the ruling body of Technology under-graduate life and the Class of 1945 rang in. The old members retired gracefully and the new committee functioned admirably during its short session for election of officers.

Admission of the Debating Society to the ranks of Class A activities brings to a close the past year and the realization has come that it was in vain to place more funds available to the growing student activities.

The question of the "grape" punch is still a flash in the pan. That was the reason for the temporary recognition. Placing this live wire though small organization on the Institute Committee should serve as a pacemaker for the rest of the committee, particularly for some of the older organizations that may be phasing out. The music clubs is a large organization that has failed to add materially to the prestige of the Institute during the last couple of years. Although it is a good program of recitals and concerts it fails to produce much of noteworthiness in spirit and morale. Of the slip club is all that survives and it is far from a live wire group.
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